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Connect the Dots

The BBG Progress Championship has kicked off this week – making

this the seventh year in a row that we have celebrated the effort of

students in the pursuit of GCSE success!

At its heart, the Championship is a way for students to actually SEE

and be PROUD of the progress they are making in lessons. Staff

are vocal about why students are receiving 3 (or 1!) stamps, and

students are (rightly) pleased with the commendation for their

efforts.

One of the things we discussed in our launch assembly this week is

the trust that you have to have in the journey you are on. You can't

connect the dots in advance – you have to plan and map and move

with the desire and the hope that you will end up where you want to

end up... but you won't know for sure that you've managed to follow

that intended path until you've finished the climb. You have to look

back, to assess how far you've come, and be proud of the effort that

it took to get you there.

We also talked about the fact that, often, it is not the focus on our

big goals that pay our dividends. Instead, it is the commitment to

1% better – just a small change, daily, that will help us to be better
in the end.

Sometimes, thinking about our end goal can prevent us from taking

that first step. It seems so far away, so remote and so … big! That

we can psyche ourselves out and not even start because it all

seems just too overwhelming.

The important thing is just to start. Just to take that first step, make

that one small change. Do what you can in the time that you've got

– and don't focus on the end result. The GCSEs will come whether

you're ready or not, so don't worry about them. They'll take care of

themselves. In the meantime, you just focus on putting one foot in

front of the other, and being the best that you can, today.



Be sure to tag us on Twitter @bbgacademy when you’ve made your delicious meals!  Be sure to tag us on Twitter @bbgacademy when you’ve made your delicious meals!  

Some of the most straightforward supports for students as they prepare for exams are also the most fundamental

– sleep, food, relaxation. We can help you with FOOD – in our series showing you the Pixl ‘Power to Perform’

recipes that are brain boosting AND delicious!



International Women's Day2023

Reporter:
Cerys Barson

International Women's Day is celebrated annually on the 8th of March and recognises the

social, cultural, and political achievements of women throughout history. This day has

occurred for over one hundred years, being celebrated first in 1911, with its aim to

advance equality for women all over the world. This year’s theme is #EmbraceEquity,

which is to raise awareness about ‘why equal opportunities are no longer enough.’

Throughout history, women have had to fight for their basic human rights and for the

ability to be heard. If the amazing women who induced change gave up, then women

would not have the same freedoms as today. So many brave, intelligent and strong

women gave up their time, sometimes even their own lives, just to create change and

ensure a better future for generations to come. International Women's Day is a day

designed to appreciate all the incredible women who have fought and are still fighting.

Have you heard of the following influential women?

Susan B. Anthony was a social activist and icon during the early women’s rights

movement in the 1800s. She played a pivotal role in the women’s suffrage and even

collected anti-slavery petitions at the age of seventeen. Susan was president of the

National Woman Suffrage Association, which she founded alongside Elizabeth Cady

Stanton. Her work paved the way for giving women the right to vote. She was also

arrested for trying to vote in 1872 and had to pay a hundred dollar fine and court

charges.

Emmeline Pankhurst was a British political activist, born on 15th July 1858 in

Manchester. She organised the UK suffrage movement and played a critical part in

helping women get the right to vote. Her forty-year campaign was successful in the

year of her death, 1928, and gave British women the rights they had dedicated their

lives to gaining. In the space of one year, Emmeline was imprisoned three times, but

still kept fighting for what was right. From July 1912, the movement she had helped

create turned to extreme acts, mainly in the form of arson. She was imprisoned herself,

shortly after these acts were started, under the act of 1913. (The Cat and Mouse Act.)

You may have heard of a famous nurse called Florence Nightingale, but have you

heard of a nurse called Mary Seacole? They both had the same achievements, but

Mary isn’t as celebrated Florence. Mary Jane Seacole was a British-Jamaican nurse

who set up the ‘British Hotel’ during the Crimean War, for injured soldiers on the front

line. Mary wanted to help with the Crimean War, but was turned down, along with many

other nurses, but this didn’t stop her! She faced racism and prejudice from many, but

she overcame this, going on to achieve remarkable things.

More recently, the Lionesses have secured government funding for

equality in sport. They have ensured that all children will have the ability

to take part in various sports and that schools have dedicated funding to

do this. The team wanted this as part of their legacy after they won the

Euros last summer. Six hundred million pounds of government funding

has been promised, to lay the foundation of equality in sport. They

released this information on this year’s International Women’s Day.



Georgia Bolton has been on stage competing this weekend

at the Spen Valley dance competition. She showed true

BBG resilience and was awarded the senior endeavour

trophy for her energy and passion that she showed all

weekend across her solos, duets and troupe dances.

Georgina Baldwin in Year 10 had the opportunity today to go to the Get Baked shop for a book signing by Rich

Myers. Rich is the founder and owner of Get Baked and Expensive Sprinkles, and Georgina was excited to meet

him and get her new recipe book signed.

Our girls continue to impress on the rugby field with the

Birkenshaw Bluedogs. Willow Peasley, Ava Goulding,

Taryn Sykes and Maisy Bryant played amazingly against

Oulton last weekend, showing great teamwork. Ava was

awarded warrior of the week, and Maisy player of the

match and opponents parents' player of the match. The

girls supported each other very well and it was spectaular

to see how they have improved as a team! Well done

girls, great to hear about your successes.



We wish Charlotte Robertshaw and Adam and Isla Boocock all the very best for Crufts this year. Charlotte is

competing with her dog Herbie in the BASC Best young handler class and also the BASC Working Retriever

category and she is representing Huntwick Grange Farm Shoot.

Adam and Isla with the lovely Connie will be competing in the Junior Flyball. We are excited to hear all about it

and share the success next week.

Here are some of the photos from last year!.







Year 8

World Book Day 2023 was on the 2nd March, and to celebrate this

the students in Media have been exploring books and literature

focusing on nature and environmentalism. The key topic we are

exploring the moment is ‘how can the media be used for a force for

good?’, but can we even agree on what good actually is.

An example of this is the Lorax, a children’s book filled with an

innocent view into a strange world of fantastical animals, colours

and wonder. All wrapped up in a message about the importance of

looking after our planet. But this book has caused controversy for

many years and has even been banned in several schools within

America for its anti-capitalist message.

Year 8 Media CC students are deciding what they think for

themselves, is the Lorax a force for good or a piece of

brainwashing propaganda.

In RS students are looking at religious

natural disasters and their impact on

belief – we are focusing on Noah’s

Great flood and the covenant made

between man and God, and the

Ethiopian famine and how that affected

people’s belief in Islam.

In Geography CC, students are starting to

assess the impacts climate change can have

on our lives here in the UK. Looking at both

the positives and the negatives, and

weighing up the good vs the bad! For

example, if summers keep warming up

coastal areas such as Cornwall will be able

to start growing crops which we currently

have to import from abroad! However, the

downside is that we, as an island country are

also going to experience more

flooding. Leading on from this, students are

going to start looking at ways in which we

can adapt to climate change and whether

these adaptations have social, economic or

environmental impacts.
Students have been looking at the Little Ice Age in

History, and how it affected the Vikings…Life on

Greenland was very hard. The Greenland Vikings

survived there for over four centuries, but soon after

1410 they died out. We don’t know exactly what

killed off the last few Greenland Vikings, but we do

know why they declined – the Little Ice Age



Year 8 and Year 10 students in Mr Smith’s classes were 

asked two questions:

• If you identify as female, what is it like to be a woman in 

2023 Britain, Yorkshire or BBG?

• Who is your female role model?  Which women do you 

admire and why?

Students said the following…

Mums, aunts, cousins
“My mum is a real inspiration because she rushes around and 

takes me to rugby”

Lennon M

“My mum as she always believes in me”

Josh H

“My cousin Asha she is 19 years old and she is in one of the best 

universities in the UK.  She is very smart”

Jessie-Mae W

Being female in 2023

“Living freely for the women of the past who couldn’t” 

Bronwen

“I’m proud of being a woman because we support each other” 

Olivia W

“As a woman I feel powerful”

Anon

“Freedom to vote and have a voice, we have our won opinions and 

are not owned by men”

Anon

“As a woman I feel powerful and proud”

Anon

Favourite Women

Amy Winehouse

Florence Pugh (body positivity)

Lupita Nyongo

Letitia Wright

SZA

Ice Spice

Lauryn Hill

Meghan Markle

Jennifier Lawrence

Sam Kerr (Chelsea player)

Suzie Wolff (motor sport)



The BBG Bookcase recommendations for children to read and make

progress when reading. Statistically students that read independently

do better at school. Please encourage your children of all ages to

continue reading daily – 10 minutes before bedtime as a minimum will

make all the difference.

NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have

any queries about the suitability of a book before your child reads it.

Year 7



Year 8

NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have any queries about the suitability of a book 

before your child reads it.



Year 9

NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have any queries about the suitability of a book 

before your child reads it.



Year 11

NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have any queries about the suitability of a book 

before your child reads it.



Year 10

NB for parents/carers: Please check online reviews if you have any queries about the suitability of a book 

before your child reads it.



Year 7 students are continuing lessons about life in Antarctica. Last

week we looked at tourism and the ways in which they cause harm to

the cold-desert continent. Did you know that your walking boots and

clothes will be checked to make sure there are no seeds that could

plant and grow in Antarctica? We also looked at the way ice

preserves history. Check out this guy, found under the ice after 5000

years!

Year 10 students are also increasing their

knowledge on previous learning of coasts. We

are also currently in the process of organising

a trip to the East coast of Yorkshire.

Remember to get your consent forms

submitted!

Finally, BBG’s year 11s are working hard as they continue

their revision. Recently they have been looking back at the

Economic World and revisiting the North/South divide.

Seeing what differences there are in the South compared to

the North and looking into exactly what that is and what it

means for the people living there.

Year 9 students are extremely deep in

coasts, finishing the theory of how countries are

shaped by land being built up and destroyed by the

waves. Built up enough for entire villages to develop

and survive.

Year 9

Year 7

Year 11

Year 10



International Women’s Day

International Women's Day - March 8 is a global day celebrating the social, economic, cultural, and

political achievements of women. Year 9 discussed in their lesson how times have changed and allowed

women to gain more equality in the World. Students discussed what feminism is and how gender equality

has progressed. Here are some of their comments.

Finley Supple

“We need to be reminded of the rights women fought for”

Poppy Thackray

“We should remember and look at how far Women’s rights have progressed, but there are still issues

worldwide in terms of equality “

Cole Waters

“ It shows the accomplishments of Women and how far they have progressed over time”

Sam Whiteley

“ It helps people feel that protests can work and equal rights can happen”

Emmie Hepworth

“ It reminds us what women have been through to get to where they are today”

Korey Whitehead

“It shows that women can be just as good as men “

Lily Knowles

“ It is important because some women had to fight for their rights just to secure the same rights as men “

Ethan Gallagher

“It is important as it shines a light on the problems women had and still face today “

Mary Turpin

“ It is important because it showed how much women risked their lives for us to have these opportunities”



Happy Pi Day for Tuesday!

Pi Day is celebrated on 14th March 

each year because if it was written 

numerically in the USA order, the 

date would be 3/14 or 3.14

We hope you enjoy these maths pi 

jokes.

Why did Pi get its driver’s license 

revoked?

Because it didn’t know when to 

stop.

Why should you 

never talk to pi?

Because he’ll

go on forever.

What did pi say to its partner?

Stop being so irrational.

If Tuesday is really Pi 

Day, it would never end.

Not all math puns are terrible. 

Just sum.

What do you call a snake that is 3.14m long?

A π-thon.

Who was the roundest knight at King Arthur’s round table?

Sir Cumference because he ate too much pi.

Why isn’t pi on twitter? 

Because 280 characters isn’t enough to express itself.

A fun video to watch is https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNiRzZ66YN0 where Matt Parker (a well known 

‘Stand-up Mathematician’) calculates Pi with Pies 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZNiRzZ66YN0


Two worlds have collided this half term, with Year 7 students presenting their understanding of the Human

Rights Act using performance techniques in their Aspire lessons. Students were tasked with creating an advert

for children, which highlighted the importance of one article of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights.

They demonstrated great understanding of some difficult concepts in their work, and presented brilliantly.

A special mention must be made of Lily Rush, Evan Hirstwood, Phoebe Rogerson and Eliza Duffin of 7.5, who

completed a fantastic amount of research for their advert about the right to access an education. They were able

to explain that access to an education does not simply affect one person, but it also builds stronger communities

and more developed economies. Another fantastic advert was created by Arabella Coubrough, Olivia

Greenwood, Isabelle Jones and Leo Bradley, who compared life before and after the Declaration of Human

Rights was made.



Y8 have been learning about the symptoms, diagnosis and treatment of both type 1 and type 2 diabetes this

week. In this practical Mr Colbeck supplied students with some simulated ‘urine’ samples which students had

to test for glucose. Glucose in urine could be indicator of diabetes and so students used their previous

knowledge of food tests (Benedict’s test) to come up with a way to test these samples for glucose.

For more information on diabetes and possible signs please visit https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/diabetes/

Miss Turner’s class were investigating how colour and surface type effects the

amount of infrared radiation emitted. Here students wrapped boiling tubes

containing boiling water with different materials to see which one saw the
biggest drop in temperature, thus emitting the most radiation.

Matt black was proven to emit the most radiation so perhaps get painting those

radiators at home to make them more efficient!

British Science Week is a ten-day celebration of science,

technology, engineering and maths which begins on the

10th March. This year's theme - connections! KS3 science

will experience a range of activities over the coming week

so keep an eye out in the Bulletin next week to see what

they get up to. In the meantime check out activities you

can stuck into at home by visiting

https://www.britishscienceweek.org/

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/diabetes/
https://www.britishscienceweek.org/


LEXIE PENNINGTON-
HUNTER

A fabulous attitude to 
her learning

HARRY WALMSLEY
Awesome progress since 

the start of Year 7. 
Always a pleasure to have 

in class.

CONGRATULATIONS 
T O  Y O U  A L L !CHLOE PREECE

Being quietly awesome 
and getting the job done

MARIIA SEMYRYKOVA
Such a bubbly, happy 
member of our year 

group

GEORGE WALKER
So much fun to have in 

class, and works hard all 
the time

STEVIE SCHOFIELD
Massive  increase in 

confidence

JOSHUA RICHARDS
Fab work in Performing 

Arts and Resilience



Charlie Turpin

Charlie continues to impress me recently as I 
have received more positive feedback from staff 
around school about his attitude, maturity and 

resilience in lessons. Another great week 
Charlie. Keep it up!

Zac Cesar

Zac is a pleasure to have in Year 8. He is 
polite and well mannered around the 

academy and his attitude to learning is 
fantastic. Well done and keep up the 

good work Zac.

Brooke Mercer

Brooke is a pleasure to have in the year 
group. She is confident, polite and 
resilient. Brooke is making some 

fantastic progress around school. Well 
done Brooke.



AMBER 

RAMM
for achieving a platinum 

stamp certificate 

IBRAHEEM 

ARSHAAD
for his contributions to form 

lessons and continued 

helpfulness 

CHARLOTTE 

ROBERTSHAW
for achieving her Gold 

stamp certificate and being 

consistently reliable in form

EDWARD 

BALDWIN
for representing the year above 

at football for school and also 

being given a scholarship from 

Bradford City! 

DEXTER 

HUGHES
for ALWAYS making 

fantastic contributions 

during form time
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Working really 
hard in all 

aspects of school

Consistently 
working hard in 

all his lessons

Brilliant effort in 
all aspects of 

school over the 
last few weeks

Showing great 
resilience and has a 
fab positive attitude

Always getting 
things right, and 

being a lovely 
member of Year 10

Stand out performance 
in the Year 10 netball 

tournament this week 

Working really 
hard in all 

aspects of school

AOIFE SUGDEN
FANTASTIC EFFORT LEVELS 
AND WORK IN SCIENCE THIS 

WEEK



STARS OF THE WEEK
SAM REVELL, ABIGAIL BAINES AND DAN JACKSON

NOMINATED BY MR WALTERS

Consistent hard work and determination has led to a 
massive improvement in his achievement this year

Has improved massively since the start of the year.  Abi 
made massive improvements in the last set of mock 

examinations through her own hard work

Has excellent both in and outside of class due to his sheer 
determination and effort. A model student everyday!







BBG ACADEMY

Available to all students

Fully washed and ironed 

Please contact reception

Options: 

Get new (used) items 

Swap for a larger/smaller size Donate old 

uniform

Please email: uniform@bbgacademy.com







This fortnight celebrates International Women’s

Day (International Men’s Day is in November),

the theme this year is equity. Using your

dictionaries, find out what the word equity

means.

Equity = the quality of being fair and impartial.

Why do you think that this is the theme for

International Women’s Day?

Have you heard of International Women’s day

before? Why do you think it is important?

Watch this video. Why do you think it has taken

so long for societal views to have changed?

Have they always changed positively?

Are there any careers or sectors of

employment where being female is still male

dominated? Why do you think that this is?

DO you think we will ever live in a completely

gender equal society?

Discussion points

THOUGHT OF THE FORTNIGHT
Beginning 6 March 2023

FORTNIGHTLY EVENTS
Fairtrade Fortnight

National Careers Week

British Pie Week

International Women’s Day

British Science Week

EVENTS HAPPENING THIS 

MONTH
• Eating Disorder Awareness Month

• Walk All Over Cancer

• Dechox

.

THIS WEEK IN HISTORY

EVERYONE DESERVES TO 
BE TREATED THE SAME

1959

The first Barbie doll goes on sale

1899

Bayer patents Aspirin

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PzWnljCpL0


Free online safety

resources and training

for parents





Georgia Boulton
Fantastic attitude to a new 

sport and as a result 

Georgia has made some 

great progress in 

handball. Well done 

Georgia, keep up the 

great work.

Harrison 

Bingham

Good progress in 

PE GCSE

Charlie 

Gaukroger

Good engagement in 

Pre-Option PE

Sam Lingard
Sam has shown some 

fantastic resilience 

recently at climbing 

which has meant he has 

improved his technique 

and advanced onto 

some harder climbs. 

Great work Sam!



Jack Dawson
Good work rate in Great 

effort to work on learning 

new skills in GCSE 

Trampolining

Aimee Hartley

Great progress in 
Volleyball this week

Rosa Hepworth

Great progress in Volleyball 
this week

Adam Boocock

Great effort and 

resilience in Health and 

Fitness this week





Congratulations to the Year 10 Netball team who won the Spen 

Valley Tournament hosted at Heckmondwike Grammar. They 

were unbeaten throughout the evening. Well done to all!

The Year 9 Girls Rugby Team made their first 

appearance this year going up against St John Fisher in 

Dewsbury. St John Fishers is a school well known for 

their girls' rugby, having won national championships in 

the past.

BBG came out on top with a fantastic 36-28 win! Well 

done!

Amazing 2nd place finish for our Year 8 netballers in 

the Bradford Schools Tournament. Narrowly losing by 

two goals to a strong Bradford Grammar side in the 

final. The girls were absolutely fantastic!

On Tuesday the 

swimming team were 

in action at GSAL for 

the annual gala. We 

had some swimmers 

appearing in their first 

gala and also our 

National Standard 

swimmers taking part. 

Great spirit shown on 

the night by all. Well 

done!



Year 8 boys v Whitcliffe Friday 

10th March @ Home

Year 9 boys v Whitcliffe Monday 

13th March @ Home

Year 11 Boys v MFG Monday 

20th March Away

Year 10 v Heckmondwike

Won 3-1

8th March Yr 9 Rugby 

Tournament

22nd March Yr8 Rugby 

Tournament

29th Yr9&10 Ilkley 7s 

Tournament

Year 9 Girls v St John Fisher

Won 36-28

Wednesday 8th March – Year 10 

Vs Bradford Academy (H)

Thursday 2nd March – Year 
8 Bradford Tournament (A)

2nd Place

Monday 6th March – Year 

10 Spen Valley Tournament (A)

Winners

Year 7 tournament @ Heath

Won against Crossley Heath

Won against Thornton

Lost to Ryburn



Local Northern Premier League football team Liversedge FC would like to encourage the BBG community to

come and support them in their home fixtures for the remainder of the season. The next three home games

are above.

They are giving BBG a special offer for their home games for the rest of the season.

BBG students get FREE ENTRY when accompanied by an adult, who will get 50% off entry and pay

just £5.

If you would like to redeem this offer, please email Mr Slack on aslack@bbgacademy.com with the student

and adult name wanting to attend and your names will be put on a list at the gate.

mailto:aslack@bbgacademy.com
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